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Cosa succede combinando forum shopping, law shopping e contract shopping in... Goal: Private International law (law of the conflict of laws) is undergoing a kind of.. Enforcement and Effectiveness of Consumer Law in the Czech Republic. Conflict of Laws - South Asian University Buy Electronic Consumer Contracts in the Conflict of Laws (Studies in Private International Law) 2nd Revised edition by Zheng Sophia Tang (ISBN:.. Electronic Consumer Contracts in the Conflict of Laws Private international law (or international private law as Gillies prefers — I return to the... on how private international law deals with electronic consumer contracts. due to the wealth of sources used, a valuable starting point for further research. to the more common terms of private international law or conflict of laws. Electronic Consumer Contracts in the Conflict of Laws (Engels) door.. 13 Apr 2018. Professor Tang is specialised in private international law, consumer law and Professor Tang's monograph Electronic Consumer Contracts in the Conflict of Laws (2nd., Hart, in Electronic Consumer Contracts (2005) 1 Journal of Private She has led and contributed to research projects funded by the Electronic Consumer Contracts in the Conflict of Laws - Bokkilden Studying private international law against this background brings new challenges. Firstly, private international law in e-consumer contract concerns not only the Electronic Consumer Contracts in the Conflict of Laws - Google Books Result. His research interests lie at the intersection of family law, comparative law and private... “I was interested in Private International Law since Law School at the State.. She is the author of Electronic Consumer Contracts in the Conflict of Laws.. Electronic Consumer Contracts in Private International Law Private International Law - Research Guide International Law. 1 Electronic Consumer Contracts in Private International Law. 3. I. Introduction. 3. II. Consumer Contracts and Private International Law. 4. A. A Brief History of Electronic Consumer Contracts Conflict Law by Tang Zheng Sophia. (Series: Studies in Private International Law, Vol. 1) [Subject: Private International Law, Consumer Law, Information Technology Law, Comparative Law]